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LED SERIES
ARC MATE
IP 65 RGB LED Color Changer
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The ARC MATE model LED302 is a newly developed high output
outdoor/indoor LED RGB color changer. It features an elegantly
designed sturdy plastic body with a total of 18, one-watt red, green and
blue LEDs evenly distributed to create a 15 degree beam angle (30
degrees optional). With a housing rated at IP65, it withstands rigorous
outdoor conditions and responds to DMX-512 control, performing RGB
mixing, seamless color transitions and fades, blackout, dimming, strobe
and a fading pulse effect among other functions via 10 channels. The
ARC MATE is designed for indoor or outdoor use. Suitable applications
include large or small wash or spot lighting. It can be operated as a
single unit or in multiple units for large applications. Direct input of
DMX512 signal to the POWER HUB CONTROLLER allows the unit to be
controller from any DMX512 controller. POWER HUB CONTROLLER acts
as a controller or an interface when DMX512 control is required. Powerful
internal programs and simple to program user-programs allow ARC
MATE to meet the needs of any lighting project.
An all white LED bulbs version is also available.
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ARC MATE SPECIFICATIONS
Voltage: +24V DC * Rated power: 18W * IP rating: 65 * LED bulbs: 18
1W ( 6 red, 6 green and 6 blue) * Output LED bulb: 1W * LED beam
angle: 15 degrees (30 degrees optional) * Cooling: direct air convection,
no fans * Dimensions: 204 x 176 x 160 mm ( 8 x 6.93 x 6.30 inch)
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Housing: white anti-UV plastic casing.

POWER HUB CONTROLLER SPECIFICATIONS

* RGB dimmer 0-100% * Strobe * Clock and Timer * Program Schedule
* Individual control of each fixture * Powerful automatic programs * 10
User self programmable sequences * LCD display * Powers up to 12
fixtures * Model LED 303KT
Voltage 100/110/120v or 220/230/240v, 50-60 hz * Power: 280w
* Weight: 17.6 lbs (8 kgs) * Size: 19.4 x 11.97 x 3.7 inch (493mm x
304mm x 94mm) * IP Rating: 23
The POWER HUB is mounted with an LCD display and 4 control buttons:
MENU: menu selection or return to previous menu.
SET: enter the currently selected menu or confirm the current function
value.
UP: scroll 'UP' through the menu list or increase the value of the current
function.
DOWN: scroll 'DOWN' through the menu list or decrease the value of the
current function.
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PHOTOMETRIC DATA
15 DEGREES
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PHOTOMETRIC DATA
(AT 30 DEGREES)
(AT 15 DEGREES, IT'S DOUBLE THE LIGHT OUTPUT AND HALF THE
BEAM DIAMETER)
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DIMENSIONS

MOUNTING
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CONNECTION

DUE TO CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENTS, SPECIFICATIONS MAY CHANGE
WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE.
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